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~a3o N~

	

Ne0-%W they; having spoken,
may perhaps enter the house; or, they may perhaps
speak and enter the house,

;&MOuza ~oe3a~o cia~ Nedo having spoken, enter the house ;
or, speak and enter the house.

esdda

	

;~3o604a NFdw Jo~o~d	~~~dathey will
attempt, having spoken, to enter the house ; or, they
will attempt to speak and enter the house.

That is, the participle is to be construed with the finite verbal form
which next follows it (or, if there are several participles, with the finite verb
which next follows the last participle of the series) . The intervention of
an infinitive or an equivalent form makes no difference to this rule, the
infinitive form itself being also dependent on the finite verb . An example
is the liturgical verse (some of the forms of which belong to a more advanced
stage of grammar than the present Lesson), V:vF ;1e,1 j~qsoda Vdoe3~s 4,

d4

	

b 4~s

	

Jedebz0 Lord, have mercy
upon us, and incline our hearts to keep this law.

	

Here VdAh is construed,
not with the following gerundial form

	

but with the finite verb
Je de ~~~ .

2. To indicate Manner, Means, or Cause
Participles which precede a finite verb frequently indicate

the manner (°prakdra), means (a0CS karana), or cause
(:Uzdra karana), of the action indicated by the principal verb .
Examples : U;~w i~%u,indjzls ~0~nzj'3oV° 2M agJ;edds
they went quarrelling to the judge. 'joi~)3A11 udddJ (lit ., having
abridged they wrote) they wrote briefly ; ~NJtidN~d e.Pztd,~

(lit� having beaten the cows they drove away) they
drove the cows away by beating them ; 33kdl) ii,)=N
4~ ,P Z6"F- kdw11 (lit ., the disciples, having heard the words

1 leer lord (1 m.) .

	

$ Acc. of in;~ we.

	

s VdAA) pity (1 tr .) .

	

4 tALo
command (2 n .) .

	

s 4,4,21J,~ take in hand, observe, keep (irreg.) ; 4 9#,Qbo,
4dt for keeping=

	

s Gen. of izz* .

	

7 ;:~)*ON mind (3 B n .) .
s Je de L ;d,) influence, constrain (1 tr .).

	

s ;3M~Mdo quarrel (1 intr .) .
10 7~pdngw& judge (2 m.) .

	

11 ;doJBo .;ao gather together, abridge (1 tr .).
12 U~hr ;do rejoice, be delighted (1 intr .).
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of the guru, rejoiced), the disciples rejoiced because they, heard
the words of the guru .

In some sentences a negative participle, (followed by a
positive form) has the effect of emphasis : 44 ~ioilo'LN% 16o6A
44 ;Z :d3dda they called me and not my father .

In the spoken language to some extent, and to a much
greater extent in the written language, sentences are met with
containing a number of participles followed by one principal
verb . In such cases, the principles stated above with regard to
one participle apply equally to the whole series of participles and
their mutual relations. In translating into English, sentences
of this kind must always be broken up into shorter sentences,
some of the participles being represented by finite verbs, either
principal or subordinate .

3. Verbal Participles followed by a Negative Verb

When an affirmative participle is followed by a principal
verb in a negative form, there may be some ambiguity involved
in the interpretation of the sentence, occasioned by uncertainty
whether the negative finite verb does or does not negative the
preceding participle .

(1)

	

utdJ tj;Z~7 -Da

	

Nox~N~d

	

M may mean, `they
did not speak and enter the house', i.e ., they neither spoke
nor entered the house', the negative verb having the effect of
negativing also the preceding participle .

	

This method of inter-
pretation applies to sentences in which the participle and the
following verb are closely related ; as, U&A)r~W mztdi~~ z4~drll
't~t~ t~3o~JM2 the boys did not read the lesson properly, and
did not understand (it) .

(2) But in some sentences of this type the participle is tc
be translated as an affirmative verb, and the finite verb as negative .
Thus, UtW NN~N,) ~~z NNd ~oz3o~ ~ z3o3~~M means, `they
called me and did not call my father .'

1 t$c~an `properly' . a JBoz'o grasp, understand (1 tr.).
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(3)- In some cases, however, and particularly when the
participial construction implies some such adverbial force as is
described in § 2, p. 108, the meaning expressed is the reverse
of what would appear from a literal translation.

	

Thus it is just
possible for e9;~W d-,i4 - a

	

d 400u to mean, `they
entered the house without speaking' . Part of the difficulty here
is due to the absence of context,' and part to the fact that there
is no close connection between speaking and entering (or not
entering) a house. There are thus cases in which ambiguity
may remain even after the context has been considered .

	

This
circumstance connects itself with a feature of some Kanarese
sentences, namely, that the finite verb which closes the sentence
is not the most important in meaning.

	

In Lesson XIV, p. 97,
we noticed that the verb 4,r~~ is used with other verbs to give
them a reflexive meaning. When this occurs it is 4,r~~ which
takes the tense endings ; the verb whose meaning is modified
is found in the past participle . There are, again, some verbs
which are added to others to intensify their meaning; such
are 05-,)t~ (Lesson XXXIV) and nd~ (Lesson XXXIX).

	

The
illustrative sentence with which this Lesson begins might be
written : -~ay F~ ;Lte3 MZb 4sor3a55ZU~~ . Here the verb
~~-~ has no separate meaning but simply intensifies the meaning
of

	

as if we said in English, `killed outright'. 'The-
command, Z&Jz~~l\nta~, `go off', is another illustration.

The verbs uc~~~ and

	

eri~ are sometimes employed in a
colourless way at the end of a sentence : ej

	

e~~U.A men e3$~

03~ ~

	

so: ~ .~or~~ z~ol~ the servant went to the bazaar and.
bought rice (and came).

	

As we have seen *(pp . 97, 98) these two
verbs are added to one or two verbs already combined with
4,P0,, chiefly, 9Azia4,ra0-~ and ~i

	

~~~.

	

ZA,) and
udcL4,r;oM~ z~ mean `bring', 9Ar~~4,Pots a&Ptrt,~ and :e&S
4,AodJ 8jzvt mean `take away' : '&~4 'c~ze>~4

Where the meaning under reference was required the context would

probably indicate, separately, that the house had been entered .

THE USE OF VERBAL PARTICIPLES

	

ilk
,t~oi~~ zac

	

~N I shall bring. four rupees tomorrow ;
i ~ 6,AAM ~ddr:;,,f~oda, Z&Jed4~ I took my younger brother
to Mysore. In these usages the compound form is regarded as
one expression. The recognition of this will remove any
appearance of ambiguity in some cases where the finite verb
is negative . For instance, the sentence, ~4~ a~aog-,") ej q,-,J ~~~a.

uo~, might be thought to be susceptible of the
sense, `my friend took that book and did not come' ; but this
is not so . The verb is one compound expression meaning, `did
not bring', and the sentence means, `my friend did not bring
that book'.

The remark above about a verb, not the most important,, ,closing a
sentence, applies to such a sentence as the following : "a4ai inw~ Qai~~r.$.Q2
to;SA a$ae AC stay four days more and go to your house (for the form fadJ
see p . 119 ; for ag,aena see Lesson XXV). This sentence in English
has the appearance of a curt dismissal, owing to the fact that the verb is
regarded as having greater emphasis than the participle. . In Kanarese,
however, the emphasis is on the participle, and the sentence amounts to
an invitation to stay longer : `Stay four days more before you go home.' .

When both the participle and the verb are negative, the effect
is to make them both positive in meaning; as, ejz~i~~
eoe06 cs~td

	

23setP~~eu He did not teach the word of
Godwithout speaking a parable ; i.e., He taught the word of God
exclusively by means of the parable.

The double negative with a positive meaning is common in
Kanarese composition, e.g., ejW
there is no one who has not heard his fame; i.e ., everybody has
heard his fame .

2

s
4

5

6

still, yet, more.
Aai~ -i . "aA (past ptc . of

parable (1 n .) .
aat, word (1 n.) .
Gen . of
$e3F fame (2 n.) .

7 4N%Id+eZd) people who did not hear ; i .e., `have not heard' .
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4. Verbal Participles followed by a Finite Verb having
a Different Subject

The remarks in the preceding paragraphs refer only to
sentences in which the participle (or participles) and the principal
verb have the same subject. The same construction is permitted
with a change of subject in two cases only ; viz., (a) when the
participle shows the cause of the action expressed by the principal
verb, e.g., ;::~UOZ3J eoVO 8Z8

'7

tJ' rain came and the river rose,
(b) when a close connection in time is indicated, thus : j~~Ft3~Ft3 zzj

dt 2 e~~c'j.J

	

ed~J immediately I came, he went.

	

In this type
of construction the place of the participle may be taken by the
infinitive, thus : ;:;A zAuJ Z&;;O zpzh,tJ . c~~ uduJ ud~J U&r;tC$tJ

(see Lesson XXXV on Uses of the Infinitive) .

EXERCISE XVI

(a) Translate into English :
1. Q9v~;ye7~0~JdJ 8 4.$~doj~Jt 230$O~J~ ~c$ ~dP1NJ~dJ .

e9rt~dJ ~~Q~J °~JeBc"$~ ZJ~~lj°a~t~~ P90,

	

4r'MJ7~°,~ o~
.
J(2~ Y.vT~L~J o~. Jt~

3. UdCZ &~A UO~riO~~ ZOVW~ z3Ui c ' i~~J

	

z~J~dJ.
4. di eoAX~F:~J W-,Wid U&dJ :90LI03J
$. -, ~Ji~'£~cJ£,Jr~i7NJd-,'M0LL3 °~J(Z$t~J~IJadc J. 6. o~~e~~F7t~~J

06

	

7. ;evdJ Z~zJ~ ~z OTOJWzd~ ;::;J3o3J
A,r;ez9o3JQ
a;~4 V,;nt$J 29;~dc'tod BoacjJ

	

ro 14'10%cid~ . 9. dJ;60.UJ
10 . AfMdJ

dma tddJ z3t~o3J~J~
SACS") wzaA &-n, ~~a ~~z J~~z3. 11 . zv~ J~z~J~_, z3e~~e~o3J
c~Q 440J . 12 . z~oJdJn= z~e~~~~~Jd ~mdJ~' ;L28Z3dJ . 13 .
Ud;~d dJ~a3JQ 3CA~ eocz;~03~d

	

4(OdVJ . 14. 669dJ
~J^O~J 3'J£'~c ~u ~JC70~JJu~e~~.

1 821)q increase (1 intr .) .

	

2 zjdA .}.emphatic Z, with euphonic e36.

3 Irreg . plu., see p. 62 .

	

4 p. 69,

	

s 4.20 is an alternative form to lizodi,

past ptc.

	

s #d milk (2 tr .) and 9Yt$ call, though the same in form, are
separate roots. There were two letters r in old Kanarese (see p. 10, footnote 1) .
Emphatic ears .

es ~~e3 goldsmith (2 m.)'
urA dip, immerse (1 tr .)
"eid2dJ dine (1 intr .)
oJMdJ all people (1 m. f.)

goodness (1 n.)
~dd churn (2 tr.)

:di . hole made by burglars
in a wall (1 n.)

:ddn ;J cause to melt (1 tr.)
tda bear (2 n.)
~d6 milk (2 tr .)

Vocabulary

EXERCISE %VI

(b) Translate into Kanarese:

	

-
1 . The doorkeepers opened the door and called the people.

2. The pupil will write letters in school. The. teacher may take
those letters and read them.

	

. We take a plantain,' strip-off the
skin, and taste the fruit.

	

4. The boys tore the teacher's books
without reading them.'

	

5. The king will call a messenger and
send him to the councillor' 6. In time of sickness people do not
drink water without (first) heating' it .

	

7. The merchant makes
(his) living by selling' cloth in the villages .

	

8. O goldsmith, will
you melt that gold by heating' it?

	

9. Let the teacher send the
boys home' without punishing' them .

	

10. We will punish the
gardener by holding-back' a fine of one rupee from (his) wages.
11 . Rain has come and cleansed the streets of the town.
12 . The boys saw the dancing of the bear and rejoiced .
13 . The girls were afraid .' 14. The people of the town
approved the teacher's goodness .

~e~~ stone (3 B n.)
theft (1 n.)

rc o9JT;J cause to get hot (1 tr.)
'aA dance (2 intr.)'
:eJ6 ;4 dancing (1 n.)
4Ad bore, cut (2 tr .)
ABM cowherd (1 m.)
A,Jzezg wall (2 n.)
za~L gold (1 n.)
zv' prayer (1 n.)
zvM-D~ messenger, `peon' (1 m.)

1 ' The fruit of a plantain' .

	

' Use neg. ptc.

	

s 'To the vicinity of the
4 Use verbal ptc.

'Feared' .
9 But with a cognate object in the sentence given.

councillor' .
s 8oA : use verbal ptc.

5 'To the house' .
8 Plu. Irreg . p. 62.

8
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=M;94 cleverness (1 n.)
~Jer%3 fine (2 n.)
4)4 'ghee' (1 n.)

take (irreg. tr.)
UO wash (2 tr.)
.td3nu:d doorkeeper (1 m.)

grin squeeze through (I intr .)
)o'~M6:d traveller (1 m.)

plantain (3 B n.)
tZea street (2 n.)
230-& fire (2 n.)
ZIA, butter (2 n.)
z o3J~~J fear (irreg. intr.)'

make (clothes) clean

KANARESE GRAMMAR

U0 sickness (1 n.)
ZMdA enquiry (2 n.)
ZP;L appoint, prescribe (1 tr .)
Z%ri)?d address on a letter (1 n.)
bA;L punish (1 tr.)
~J2fo~3~L~J make clean (1 tr.)
;dozaO wages, salary (1 n.)
a~ taste (2 tr .)
-N w6Ju-,-)d merchant, banker (1 m.)
kt, skin of fruit (2 n.)
~J

	

harvest (2 n.)
NJS strip off, peel (2 tr.)
U;:~~3 prison (2 n.)
NtB;~Q cause to enter (I tr.)

LESSON XVII

Nouns of Relationship (Uoi :;0MdV bandhuvdchaka)
For a list of Nouns of Relationship see Appendix I

As we have seen, those nouns of relationship which belong
to the First Declension take the suffix eons, instead of dJ in the
nom. plu. and form the other cases accordingly (pp. 40, 42).
Their declension in other respects is regular.

	

Example
Crude form-;9 ;:i), younger brother

SINGULAR

;:~Jri or odJTio child, as we noticed (p . 41), is found in all
three genders. ;:;J#J son, and ziJTWJ daughter, belong to the
first declension, and

	

nJ child (neut.), belongs to the third (A)
declension . Their declension in the singular is regular.

	

They
all form the plural as follows :

	

.

1 For the past tense of Zdo see p. 64.

PLURAL

Nom. children
Acc. children
Instr.

	

dJ~4190c~ by or from children
Dat.

	

;::;J'qA to children
Gen.

	

,&0 of children
Loc.

	

;:iJv4S9 in children
Voc.

	

;:iJd40e O children

(1 tr.)
following, next

o~J2~ approve (1 tr.)

e6n;~0:9 rich man (1 m.)
zee tear (2 tr .)
t4F;~J rejoice (1 intr .)

Nom. ;i;~~~J a younger brother
Acc. 9u ;~J~~c'~)d a younger brother

etc.

;&r;gdo curds (3 B n.) destroy (1 tr.) PLURAL

despatch (1 tr.) 8;, ~~A in this way, thus (adv .) Nom. younger brothers

~t farmer (I m.) w'Xt be born (1 intr .) Acc. ;ddJ)ondiJd younger brothers
etc.
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To distinguish the sex of young children, instead of using the
forms and ;::!jA10,) (which mean son and daughter respectively,
and not child) the prefix Tlod~ (3 B n., m.) male, or 8m
(3 B n., f.) female, is prefixed to the neuter zii,) ; thus, Aod-
;:ixt* eoAL!~~~ a male child was born ;
I saw the little girls (but, on occasion, 8m ;:;,):d is used as
a diminutive for young women).

The following are the Personal Pronouns in Kanarese
First Person

	

init) I
Second Person

	

Z~~ it~ thou
Third Person (Demonstrative)

Pronouns (~ :jFcTe o'~J sarvanama)

Forms

remote e;~V~
*0406')')

	

she, that woman
~ j

neut. proximate

	

'Q,d~ it, this thing

	

See Lesson
remote

	

ez3~ it, that thing

	

I

	

XVIII

Declension of the First Personal Pronoun

SINGULAR

Nom. czN~ I
Acc.

	

i~aid me
Instr.

	

N~d oCS by or from me
Dat.

	

NM to me
Gen.

	

NNd of me, my
Loc.

	

Ni~o in me

indicating respect.

PRONOUNS

PLURAL

Nom. c'M4 we
Acc.

	

14;:~164~~ us

Instr.

	

N ~oiZ by or from us
Dat.

	

~;~A to us
Gen.

	

N;~~~ of us
Loc.

	

*~~Q in us

Declension of the Second Personal Pronoun

SINGULAR

Nom.

	

;)e i::~) thou
Ace. thee
Instr.

	

;~;ao6 by or from thee
Dat.

	

to thee
Gen.

	

~Nd of thee, thy
Loc.

	

;~O in thee

Note the single consonant in the second syllable of the nominative and
dative cases, and the double consonant in the corresponding syllable of the
other cases.

PLURAL

Nom.

	

Z~Qdj you
Acc.

	

~d~N~ you
Instr.

	

~oc~ by or from you
Dat.

	

to you
Gen.

	

;~;i~ of you, your
Loc.

	

~ ~S in you

Special Uses of the Plural

1 . Honorific Plural.

	

In order to express respect, the plural
of nouns and pronouns is substituted for the singular ; as,

	

~
-ds

	

the Maharaja rules this country ;
6 2 the minister will come to the meeting;

look,theasceticgoes to worship;

1 Ae ;&) country (2 n.) .
s e&Qe look, behold (interjection).

z Pres. for fut.

4 *d worship (2 n.) .

masc. proximate he, this man M
remote I he, that man

fem. proximate Twoshe, this woman a
v
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rtdAO,)) goria-~,t31 the religious teacher will stay here.
People of inferior rank addressing superiors use the plural ;i~~ 4'
for the singular ~~ thou ; while people of superior rank
speaking of themselves to inferiors commonly employ the first
personal pronoun in the plural .

Nouns of relationship belonging to the first and second
declensions, when used in the honorific plural, do not take
their characteristic plural form, but add the plural pronoun
to the singular : ~ ~ UM ;~~~ "~*v our elder brother is not
in town; 4;1- 0 ~o3~~ti~ 7:401301r) our mother is not in the
house. With nouns of relationship belonging to the first declension
it is more elegant to insert 71 between the crude form and
the pronominal ending ; thus, UlS

	

Common illustrations
are afforded by personal names ending in u~, 04' or e9;i~~

which are generally used in this form-o~~~ ~~~ Mr.
Ramanna; :d ~j4ddJ Mr. Krishnappa ; eAA~e~3f~
Mrs. Lakshmidevamma .

The word dj;d master, is, in respect of this ending, treated
as a noun of relationship ; as dA6o3,)dda W-M ~e~zrid~ (the)
master said so .

The honorific plural in a noun of relationship attracts a pronoun

attached to it into the plural . It is correct to say even to a young child,
Pz ;voZ303JO). ~) ;:iArl Woddat has your father come home?

The pronominal termination is sometimes combined with
the regular plural termination, making a double plural, as,

the Maharaja ; r~~dJT~W the guru . We also have
c"TzgT10,) we ;

	

you.
2. Dvandvasamdsa (r~~or~When two or more nouns

are joined together and regarded as forming a pair or a closely
connected group, their crude forms may be united into a
compound with a plural termination, the termination being that

1 zgoK) stay (1 intr .) .

	

2 Or s-04, see Lesson XVIII, p. 128.
s em 4dd) is honfc. plu. for an elder brother ; the ordinary plural

em oMd) means elder brothers.
cs

SPECIAL USES OIL THE PLURAL

	

10
which would ordinarily,be attached to the final member of the
compound . Thus, instead of writingMd Nzot,)0Lj~

	

:dodo3~,2,
we may write ~4d ~o9~~oz;3rt~~ my mother and father ; nd,)
46t d~ Rama and Krishna ; also (in the New Testament) -eq
o3Aeu~~~W Peter and John ; nddATW~ shrubs and trees. In
some cases there may be doubt as to whether the component
nouns are to be regarded as severally singular or plural ; thus,
44d er~~ 6ond.) may mean 'my older and my younger brother',
or, 'my older and my younger brothers'.

This is one class of compound words

	

samasapada).

A full list of the different kinds of samasa is given in Lessons
XLIV, XLV.

The past verbal and relative participles of this verb are
irregular, and therefore cause irregularity in those tenses which
are formed from them. There is also an irregular alternative
form of the present tense. _

Verbal participles:

	

Pres. and Fut. radJ~, being
Past 'aa) having been
Negative add not being

Relative participles :

	

Pres. and Fut. 'add
Past NWS

Negative 'add (more commonly
Infinitive :

	

sde», ad to be .
Verbal nouns :

	

Pres. 'ad4d~) (or
Past rarArk (or ~,ptQ)
Negative raeMda~ (or ' MrA,)
'AdJ e i3 I am, etc.Present Tense :

The Irregular Verb lad,) be

Crude form-'ad,)

1 Negative relative participle of GO' ; see p. 82.
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'ad ei3 or 'Ad t4 l I am
2.

	

'ate (%,Qeo3J) or %%t (ra,Aeo&) thou art
3. m. ram 3 or 'fitA3 he is

£ 'aus~ or ' ~

	

she is
n.

	

'd or ed s it is

2.

	

'~tt)
3. m. £

4n. ' ~ or

Future Tense
Past Tense :

3rd person neuter
Contingent Form :
Negative Mood :
Imperative Mood :

2nd person plural

PLURAL

or lade4 we are
or ' Aee you are
or 'aMd they are
e6 they are

l,dJ*:~J I shall be, etc.
'ad4J I was, etc.
lanzJ or la;?. it was
lade ~J I may perhaps be, etc.

am not, etc.
'adJ be thou ; 'adS (I,dJ4) let me be ; I,dS

let him (her, it) be ;
'alb (Se) be you ; 1~6AM

	

let
us be ; 'adS let them be .

Continuative Forms of the Verb

The various parts of the verb 'adJ be, when combined with
the present verbal participle of another verb, give rise to a series
of continuative forms ; thus :

1 A slight difference of meaning is sometimes distinguishable between
the two forms, the regular form suggesting habitual action, the alternative
form, present fact : end t94Pr~ (adv. 'in the morning') 4)&330 1a0Ja;d,
they are at home in the morning ; edd 41ti ~a3oi)e~

	

pd, they are in the
house now .

	

2 Sometimes written Tdf ;S ;

	

so '=F, "dG77v .3, etc .

	

s In
colloquial speech the form eo3J is often used for ed.

making or which (or whom) I (you, etc.) am (are)
making.'

Past :

	

;Sn)dJ3,A

	

'ad) which (or who) was
making, etc.

Negative : d~z~J,,Od (dre

	

'add)' which (or who) is not
making, etc.

(b) Continuative Tenses:

Present Continuative : ~LuJ~s4e~ (ojJ7Z~J~e~

	

'"d ~(c3)
I am making :

	

thou
art making, etc.8

o~. .S~Z~Jvd_ydJo~. ~J (o~J~Z~Jav~¢ y d̂~Jo~~:)
I shall be making, etc.

Past Continuative :

	

wd4J)
I was making, etc.

o~. J7~Jv~~LpeNJ (o~.3c7L~J~_y fadu(

	

)
I may perhaps be making, etc.

Future Continuative :

Contingent Continuative :

Negative Continuative
(present) : ds~~J,3~M

	

+'au) I (YOU,
etc.) am (are) not making .

(past) :

	

I (you, etc.) was
(were) not making .

Perfect Forms of the Verb

The various parts of the verb ladJ be, when combined with
the past and negative . verbal participles of another verb, give
rise to a series of perfect forms ; thus :
(a) Perfect Relative Participles:

Present Perfect :

	

d~sdJ~ (tJ',~Ct

	

'adJd) which (or
who) has made or which (or whom)
I, you, etc. have made .4

1 The corresponding form for the Second Conjugation is 9~&WJd;$

( do3JJ3~ ~adJd) . 2 Or, much more commonly, =dJ;e) d(=dJSj-dt) d) ;

for the form tee; d (neg . rel . ptc .) see p . 82 and Lesson XXVIII on 'ae~ ..
a Second Conjugation :

	

do~J

	

oe ;l, etc . 4 2nd Conj . dfdoZ (ead) adJ~).

1'20 KANARESE GRAMMAR CONTINUATIVE . FORMS OF THE VERB 121

Present Tense-Alternative Form' (a) Continuative Relative Participles:
Present : sd~;;S) which (or who) is

SINGULAR
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Past Perfect:

	

;~~~aa

	

which (or who)
had made, etc.

Negative Perfect :

	

;~~add (d2a rAdd)l which (or who)
has not made, etc.

Negative Past Perfect: ds8daa (d,2Z1d 'ad )' which (or who)
had not made, etc.

(b) Perfect Tenses
Present Perfect:

	

~s~ad

	

9' (d.@C6 'x,64eN) or ;~~ad e
( ,ra ap?c3) I have made', etc.

Past Perfect :

	

ds,)ad F~~

	

'ad~) I had made, etc.
Negative Perfect : ~rada

	

aM or
;~~~a SM)'the same in both numbers and
all persons : I (you, etc.) have not made ;
or dn~dd -adaeN, ds~dd 'an N etc.

Negative Past
Perfect : dsaadSM	,)' I (you, etc.) had

not made or .;~~~dd -ad te, ;~~dd 'aC)
etc.

Kanarese has no separate form for the meaning 'I should
have made' (the future in the past). In the principal clause" of
conditional sentences (of unfulfilled condition) in Kanarese, the
past continuous form is used in this sense.

	

ea~N~ ~iM eo~%,d dT
izz~~

	

if he had told me I should have
done that work.

There are no forms either for the perfect continuous meaning :
' Or, commonly, dnav d . An alternative form is dndndJd (dndd+

2nd Conj . t~dooand (vdoi~r3 'ad ) .

	

a 2nd Conj .

	

dAW4 c ;t,
etc.

	

a The form d~aad.~d~a (dna +'jWd~o) has the meaning of the
present perfect, ' I have made', and not a future perfect meaning ('I will
have made'), as might be expected . There is no form to represent the
future perfect .

	

But the meaning can be expressed ; e .g . daaacidin%ad40
(dsaadd~o+en-f-'ad~d~o) I shall be one who has made .

	

5 Also dJaa
s e~ , see p . 83 .

	

" The 'apodosis' of classical grammar .

	

7 jgejd -h edw '"
if had said ; ed is the conditional particle 'if' .

	

It is always added to a past
{or past perf .) relative participle ; dnddd means, 'if I (you, etc.) do' ;
dWGd~d, 'if I (you, etc .) had done' .

PERFECT FORMS OF THE VERB
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`I have been making' ; `I shall have been making' ; 'I had been
making'. Of 'these three the first and the last may be expressed
with the help' of the verb ud~, thus ;

	

zaoar3 X3 1 I
have come making -I have been making ; ~s.)~,_, Uoad4~,

I had come making= I had been making.
It should be noticed that the English use and the Kanarese

use of perfect tenses do not precisely correspond. It is not possible
to give rules, but in Kanarese reading and conversation instances
frequently occur of the use of a perfect tense where English
would have a simple tense, and vice versa . The difference shows
itself also in the use of the English language by Indian speakers,
who sometimes reproduce in it their own vernacular idiom. Thus
a sentence like the following is common : 'I had come to your
house this morning', where we should say, ' I came to your house
this morning' . This represents accurately the Kanarese 239A,'
~ ~ ;:;,A uoi)dc4o. The verb here is in the past perfect tense,
which is more usual in such a sentence than zaodc~, the past
tense. (For the form of z3VrN see Lesson XXII.) An example
ofthe reverse is the simple past in, rya z~oa~ or zao~ the cart (or
train) has come, where English students would expect the present
perfect uon6.$ In Kanarese the perfect tenses never seem to lose
the idea of the two verbs of which they are composed : ;ts-)a4~~
means 'I did it and am' .

	

If attention is to be directed only or
mainly to the doing, a simple tense is the proper one to use ; if a
subsequent condition is also to be considered, a perfect tense is
required .

With expressions denoting an action extending over a period
of past time including also the present, Kanarese, besides the
idiom with zada, above, uses the present or present continuative
tense, there being, as we have seen, no perfect continuative ;
thus,

	

3orW~nIod is M or
pd they have been living in this village for four

months .
1 taoda past ptc . of Wd)+"dIt4,

	

''In the morning' .

	

s aod)+-ad .
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The Verb rad) with a Word in the Dative Case

The verb ad,) when construed with a word in the dative
case, indicates possession, and is in this construction the regular
Kanarese equivalent of the English verb have . Thus, -rA MDNO
NNA z-ocSJ ~J~3o3aJ ad I have a house in this town (lit ., to me
there is a house in this town). The dative with the verb
has the opposite meaning : u;eA ;::~IdOJ SdOv they had no
children (lit ., to them children were not).

EXERCISE XVII

(a) Translate into English
1. ~J ~~e ~ J~ ~ot3as~o9JTi~ i

	

~Na~ 4'110.

	

2. NNA Z11~
ZJOTT"ZdTWJ 'd,u . 3. `2,i:SJ o''2fe)F~FO~J~No~.t$J Q kd ~dJFn¢d.
4. *i~ em *~.d) o~.J~J3)en1NsmMZ6.

	

5. ~NT~ E9SondJ oJo~1" J
u~ ?

	

6. NNTj ej ~r'~Z~J al=A6' c3,otdO8 ZQO~O:J N7c ol. 3)e NJTji~NJa
dS;)dJa,LpNJ .e 7. NF~ UZNJ ~J~ziJ aOTWJ ej ea~~NJ~

8. NNd ~Od= UUdJezu e300 e)N~Na`
ZJOnAN.) .

	

9. e9;~w ZUZ9 A eo.;end 61 ZJeoJ :d;j n'dJ
3_,dd) .

	

10. ee zoJdJTiNJ uzdo3Jo -33Ti tQdJZ
-

, 'at) .

	

11. ;~Nd
U enraeT3 eo,@end .

	

12. ti uN~ 4J;eZ's~O ~s~~~azjzJe J.6
13 . ejdJ 3oTWJ MU, ejdJ a0TWJ eTUai~~.

	

14 . ej r3,@M '~JJoa~
N~ YNOZ3J Tj02~JojJTjJ 3c'J~~~vJ,

(b) Translate into Kanarese :
1. This boy lives' in the house of his father and mother .

2. We were reading this book with our elder and younger
brothers .

	

3. These merchants have many houses and shops in
this city. 4. The elder and younger brothers and the elder

1 3-0d) -i- "id -F tad (conditional particle, see footnote 4 on p. 58 and
w

footnote 7 on p. 122) if had been known.

	

z ra;O,, (declined like e3u~, p .
128) ; loc. here means 'in so much time (as this).'

	

s See p. 122 and Lesson
XXIX on Conditional Clauses (unfulfilled conditions).

	

a 8,At nA (8,mt fl
'dQ)+ed. s ;nzgcna -F. ad -F tita~a m must be (as) having spoken ; i.e .,
must have spoken . 6 'Is' .

EXERCISE XVII

	

1,25

and younger sisters of this man are amongst' us . 5 . The
teacher has taught lessons to the boys and girls and has punished
the lazy (ones) .

	

6. Peter and John entered the temple at$ the
time of prayer, and healed a lame man.

	

7. They give milk to
little children here . 8. The goldsmith is melting silver.
9. Then the cart was crossing the river.

	

10. Will you come to
our house tomorrow?

	

11. Let us go to the bazaar .

	

12. Put
sugar in the milk .

Vocabulary

ew~a shop (2 n.)

	

;~zmFaU(Dewan)Purniah(lm .)
ero-tm' fasting (1 n.)

	

~e

	

Peter (1 m.)
:dU~-,'j,) cause to be built (1 tr .) zaomd gold (1 . n.)
vat trouble (1 n.)

	

w:6J much, many (adj .)
~ZJJ trade, craft (3 B n.)

	

children (irreg . plu.)
4,Q~' anger (1 n.)

	

Madras (3 B n.)
za~e4 small, young (adj .)

	

JJ~~ old age (3 B n.)
religious fair, festival

	

a5jeimN John (1 m.)
(2 n.)

	

ad4d sugar (2 n.)
ion younger sister (2 f.)

	

piece of goods, article
znDLE cross (1 tr.)

	

(3 B n.)
4dJFS@e3 charitable institution

	

lazy person (2 m. f.)
(2 n.)

	

jQdJntJ make well (1 tr .)
;cad yesterday (2 n.)

1 'In' . a 4ins.



LESSON XVIII

PRONOUNS (Continued)

The Reflexive Pronoun

The pronoun

	

is declined in the singular and plural
like

	

3W~~, ~~a a., ~~dot , etc;

	

etc.
It refers always' to the subject of the principal clause of the

sentence in which it occurs. Without change of form it refers
to a subject of any of the three genders.

	

The following are its
principal uses :

1 . When it occurs in directly reported speech it takes the
place of the pronoun of the first person ; thus, a-,D4,) i7Z4 U'd-'

zadJ_eN

	

)oCL 8e0,z

	

N
he says, `I shall come tomorrow'.

	

zc~ may be used to avoid
the repetition of c~~~ : c~c~J idsQ ;~4j TDB,) dr@Q;~ -~od ,~
zza%dV 'I am the greater', `I am the greater' they argued .
Such sentences are more naturally translated into English in
indirect speech : he says he will come tomorrow ; each argued
that he was the greater.

2. Outof directly reported speech, 3c i~ is used as a pronoun
of the third person, with reference, of course, to the subject
of the sentence as in, 44mgo~~s ;d~~ 7~eM~d wzu~ZgAd the
hen protects its young.

3. On some occasions the grammatical subject to which 3zc~

relates is left unexpressed ; thus, in the sentence, t~
daevd

	

~'his happiness (is) the happiness of the world,' words_

1 Except when used with adverbial expressions ; see paras 6 and 8 below.
s ma;do argue (1 intr .)
s 4M ,0 a fowl (2 n.) .
4 ;0& happiness, comfort (1 n.), with 4 emphatic and euphonic 01 .

THE REFLEXIVE PRONOUN

	

12'7
such as, `a man thinks' must be supplied in thought.

	

Or Wwa
may take the place of the subject of the sentence as in, 3-D~~ t~L
~M dl

	

es

	

,t~ot~ i' he broke his own tooth. The appearance
thus of a7zc~ in two forms in the same sentence strengthens the
reflexive sense.

Note that when it is correct to use uzc~ (reflexive) it is
always incorrect to use e3 -o~O.~, ud~, or any other personal
or demonstrative pronoun, and vice-versa. In English one
pronoun, he, has to do duty as a personal pronoun, both proximate
and remote, and often as a reflexive pronoun also ; and ambiguity
is frequently the result . As Kanarese uses different pronouns in,
these instances, such ambiguity is almost entirely avoided.

4. With the ordinary personal pronouns the emphatic
particle ,~ is often added to draw attention to the identity of
the person or thing referred to, e.g . es ;~4e -0s 'joriSWai~a ~Nr~
319%d0J she herself made this matter known to me. But this
sense may be expressed even more emphatically by using 3z~o

along with the pronoun (or noun) andadding the emphatic particle
to it, thus,

	

3zNe *,Zlori3o1~ ANA
5. The addition of the particle ;Z) to a pronoun sometimes=

indicates the subject's own initiative . U;NQ Zaodi, in certain
contexts, and on the analogy of the preceding paragraph, will,
mean, he himself came.

	

In certain other contexts it will mean,.
he came of himself. This meaning becomes more emphatic if
a-,A is used for or with the subject, thus, ZZNe zaodit) ; tom

	

.

retie zaod~~ ; but even here the meaning may be simply that .
of the preceding paragraph.

	

Thesense of initiative is quite clear
if the form ZZM s be used,

	

auz~nn UOCS40 Rama came
of his own accord .

	

Even more emphasis is obtained if UZM+

is used in two forms in the sentence ; as, in the expression, 94rl
37DNe to or for himself ; e.g . 44A uzNQ

1 fit* tooth (3 B n.) .
tense of 4,0100 ; ',see p. 97 .
destruction (2 n.) .

a Past ptc. of ~JJO break (2 tr .) with past
s n~a+advbl. ending PJn .

	

a MA loss,
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he did harm to himself. A similar expression it :*4L t	,'

	

R~Q

ofa himself (or by himself) : edF~j

	

a

	

~ ?J 4u;ddF~a
o7J~c ~Ljc~J he did that work of his own accord (or by himself) .

6. In paragraph 2 above lm::~) refers to a. neuter, subject.
With the addition of emphatic ;~ it may also be attached to a word
of neuter gender : ~naa 3-,~ e ~ds~MC~a 9AdA@oz~; uonta
the dog itself brought that article.

	

3-@c* may similarly be joined
to indeclinable words to emphasise them, as, Eli 31DM at this
very moment (just now) ; 3YDA Zle)c3~ exactly in that way ;

	

z~P

aw~)4~ just how or how ever?
7. The form a7zcgt is used with interrogatives in rhetorical

questions to generalize the meaning, e.g . 06Z-@W uz3~,_eoO 4e)N
~ ~ ds@trtd,) whoever would do a thing like that?

8. Inflection of the voice partly, and partly : the form make
a sentence like the following, interrogative : d~d~d ;Pz4 the
wedding is tomorrow (isn't it) ?

9 . We have noticed that in the 2ndperson the plural pronoun
is used for the singular to show respect, ;~* for c;N~" 3-,)4 is
.an even more respectful substitute for ;e Ft).

	

The double plural
is also met with as a term of still greater respect.

Declension of the Third Personal (Demonstrative) Neuter Pronoun
edo

SINGULAR

Nom.

	

eda it (that thing)
Acc.

	

edF? d it
Instr.

	

edeod by or from it
Dat.

	

ed44 to it
Gen.

	

e= of it
Loc.

	

eddy in it
M

1 ~

	

- U3 + ¢ (dat . of e ; ) .

THE PRONOUNS
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PLURAL

Nom.

	

e4, 04TiO,) they (those things)
Acc.

	

them
Instr.

	

egrWod by or from them
Dat.

	

ed44, edirilA to them
Gen.

	

e*M of them
Loc.

	

esdeM, edJA00 in them

'ate this (thing), is declined like ec .
The neuter pronouns rad,~ and ed.) are occasionally used

in connection with masculine or feminine words ; as, ed.) o3Z-@dS
who is that? ec3e 1

	

l ~n

	

that same boy.

	

Of the plural forms
the longer one in each case, except the nom., is the more common .

The proximate and remote personal pronouns are used to
represent the meaning of `the latter' and `the former'. In this use,

-,dO,~, -9403JJ, -a ;'50,), wd~, lad -'the latter' ;
e4o6,x), edd,), ed~, es

	

'the former':
evi~

	

o~t~> edd 100s;303,41 d0 d4z's df~r~ zaod~. ed~~ aertr
8Atdd,). -add,)

	

z&zgja sdQ eor;~~dd-~ the teacher (and),
just after him, the doctor came to the house. The former
quickly left ; the latter remained for a short time and (then) went.

The student should note the connection between the word * this,
and the proximate pronominal forms M;JF~), mti0, 440w, and
also between the word e that, and the remote pronominal forms es;JO,

edo, uvi;J, ea~o

	

. Speaking in terms of English Grammar, we
should call * and U demonstrative adjectives, and the other forms,
demonstrative pronouns formed from the same root. Kanarese Grammar
regards * and e as abbreviated forms of the pronouns used only in
composition (t;J1wd) with other words. Thus Es

	

is regarded
as a compound word . To be strictly logical we should write it as one word

; but in practice this is not usual.

Emphatic 4 cannot be added to the adjectival forms eJ that, and
~r this, which are but contracted forms of ed3 and "ado ; so it is added
to the full forms eda and "AC:~ .

	

z toot3 behind +emphatic 4 with euphonic
little, a little (adj . and pro.).

	

s a8,A110oiJ6 .

	

s ;5,di; doctor (1 m.) .
time (3 B n.).
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THE INSTRUMENTAL CASE

The instrumental case indicates-
(a) The agent, with passive verbs (see Lesson XXXV:

Passive Conjugation) ; as, 4Es QN i~ ;doz3 J~d this
work is done by me.

(b) The agent with tjrt ; as, 9;dozi ejriJ&t3 it is possible for
me (I can do it).

(c) The secondary agent with causative verbs ; as, end*~ 61%
Tt~?oz31 TiJso~J~a ~zi~J the king had the temple built by
builders .

(d) The instrument by which an action is performed; as,
4,5~odFi) he killed them with the sword.

(e) The material of which a thing is made; as, u;~~ ;:;3~;:;36
;~od3 AS"6o3~ VUijzQ6 they have built a wall of mud.

(f) A cause ; as, z,~-oSJod

	

salvation (is) by devotion.
(g) Motion from a place ; as, ej;~~~ uddJ3o9Jod z~zJ,) zrz-e)~~
i~F~ zn3Bd4a,. ~Jb~~zi~J he sent a peon from the palace

to me.
(h) Lapse of time ; as,

	

2,>OtS~ ~daot3b ~~,~~Jd

	

e~~M
I have not seen you for a week .

(i) Distance ; as, z30TW)eod ;%4A8T% -)I'Jl did? how far
(is it) from Bangalore to Mysore? [see Lesson XXXII-Uses
of the Dative, para (e).]

(j) A quality or condition of being or action ; as, c

	

4 edJ
noe -,d4 e~ we are in health ; e9ddJ Zee#aoz3' ds@~~z~W
316 they speak with discrimination .

(k) Accompaniment, when used with

	

as, ;::J#Voz5vAa
azo9J uod%~J the mother came accompanied with the children .

EXERCISE XVIII: . . .

	

I33

EXERCISE XVIII

(a) Translate into English:
1. ;3Jee~od zZ)A1 &W 0.1o aJodJ Fzo9JA iJ'8r,~~uJ:

	

2. . ~~ii

	

st
3e7O~ --'6JOUJ -)U~ a~Tillod %d?

	

3. ;;inorV a~. N e9o~dJ OU~
nod

	

zv~d TiJOtFJd

	

4. UNdJ ;:J6 Pots e9d~J~'
a~J~Jd	~ .iJ zdse ? 69pode3e 1 :6e3J~3~6.

	

5. ~ZZj t oa~J aoTJV
Pod ~;IJ)6 z3j~A'add ~A=9 r,,9dAjzo~dJ e~.

	

6.
ZaddJ .6s go"o6JiJd ~;i~~ itodazo9JTIVA

7. 41 ~d~e3o3J~ zsze) :ddr@ zxe)e)$o3Jd; mdT1041~
a6.

	

8. Z.odJ mze~Q, tott

nod zJ360 Z~n `UJ~a% ;:J3ri F~J~

	

k3L ;L~nonA9.

	

o~J
a~oz$Jd

	

~o.3Ti~J . z,

	

e3~e z3

	

,e3o

	

Ja

	

z~~~Tie~a

	

6

10. ~de3,t~~ z3.r~e3~e rts zudo3J3e, Peso z3Z,PTwA -1Es ;iTi):9

J
12. zn'~A 7zNR 8e00'?

	

13. 'aeo odd n~ ? 'aT.~J zp4~~d.
14. e~~Jepdd~ Ws-@;7zTi ZzJ,7z~,6 ?

(b) Translate into Kanarese :
1 .

	

I have been living in this town for many years.

	

2.

	

He
fell from a tree .

	

3.

	

The farmers cute the grain with a sickle .
4. Ranga himself wrote the letter. 5 . I was reading that
book just now.

	

6.

	

Who is there?

	

7.

	

Will you come to the
meeting tomorrow?

	

8. The devotees are praising God in the
temple .

	

9. Our fathers and grandfathers have taught us these
words.

	

10. The dog ran from the house to the bank of the
river.

	

11 . The thieves beat the man with a cane .

	

12. The
water of the river is necessary' for the wet land.

	

13. There
is no brightness in her eyes .

1 Past rel. ptc. of 24 10,), see p. 97 .

	

2 Also written: Zndd4.
3 Emphatic ending with euphonic e6 .

1 DeN artist in stone, artisan (2 m.) . 2 t?& sword, knife (2 n.) . 4 Lopasandhi.
3 ;:$JaM earth (3 B n.) . a ~JJ$ release, salvation (2 n.). s See note on the tense p. 47.
s aad week (1 n.) . 6 Tt~ health (1 n .) . 6 Pres. tense.
T A4tV prudence, wisdom (1 n.) . `Wanted' .
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et4t :6 many (adj .)
UseA0 an amildar (1 m,)
ed;:;4 palace (2 n.)
2,l? descend, alight, halt

(2 intr.)
zQ'406a lord (1 m.)
efra~ eye (3 B n.)
v*e3 darkness (2 n.)
wzo3 light, brightness (2 n.)

sickle (3 B n.)
:dJOUJ lameness (3 B n.)

bring together (1 tr.)

4,20111% cut'
Ad wet land (2 n.)
rtoO group, crowd (3 B n,)
2$OCJ moon (1 m.)

J~ wise person (2 m.)
grandfather (decl. like

3oriVa month, moon (3 B n.)
:!;,)od~ piece (3 B n.)

KANARESE GRAMMAR

Vocabulary

1 Pres . regular; past irreg. ell,aoi 04J etc.
z See notes on eid on pp. 42, 118.

dJ.)p'.jc,

	

uncle (see App. I) z
jd&~e~ heaven (1 n.)

dJ growing crop (3 B n.)
Mu2d boy (1 m.)
me)& girl (2 f.)
zPe3,Qev earth (1 n.)
J'de3 manifest (adj .)
23 3 hill, mountain (1 n.)
z39 cane (1 n.)
zgw, devotee (1 m.)
zp~Jizd Sunday (1 n.)
~Jt3~s~~J hide (1 tr .)
;S~tU,) table (3 B n.)
;dJ;3d year (1 n.)
;L .11) happiness, comfort (1 n.)

o :- sun (1 m.)
Monday (1 n.)

;J,3 ;J praise (1 tr .)
ug,rt beat (2 tr .)
z~AuiUZs'L cause to depart

(1 tr.)

LESSON XIX

The Verb-Causative and Reflexive

Verbs ending in %XJ (4), tsJ)

We have already met with a number of verbs ending in the
suffix' Sam. They are of two kinds.

	

In the first class, the
termination

	

(sometimes ;:L or z4;) added to the crude form
of a noun makes a verb having the meaning of the noun plus

or some similar verb. Thus,
t3at 4o$Jl teach*
ae7Jf~J create*.
1d,W;J forgive*
e9we$;~J desire
tso~J4J overcome
Gaza ;d,) worship*
mzJdoV;d3 begin*
sdR%'t~'a revere*
ehF9J offer*
A'eZXJ serve*
~oJ$o~J summarize*
a~LF ;O rejoice*
nQ;dJ prescribe (c . ace.)

4) train, punish*
eNo~.~Y. bU'J wait on*
J~F~J request, pray*
bJf 3~J love*
;J03)3;0 attempt*
:)wz0aJ enquire*
Vzn;do think, opine
u4J~en;J doubt

_ 'ZU, tindol make teaching
= a;iraFmdPdJ make a creating
_&;Jrag11Jdpd0a make forgiveness
= e94e4 ,dJ feel desire
= tsoi3teiaod3 obtain victory

a~aOdndo make worship
mzdoti;indJ make beginning

_ ;~iuz~~d3adJ show respect to
- e;dFAdsado make an offering
_ Acdw3adJ do service
= ztoJtd3adJ make collection
_ ~~Ft~JeIi~JJ experience joy
_- (DpwadJ) make a rule
- D4dndJ exercise , discipline
= emwtnd;iizdJ do service
;Jt~F ;3dSddo make request,

= 8Je3dndJ love
= ;d)o3JadmdJ make attempt

zzndAdndJ make enquiry
= t,Te ~6240J, have opinion
= ei;JJd3ndZdJ feel doubt

pray

1 Both these forms take the dat. of the person taught but the ace. of
the subject matter .

	

$ tad1aA =t,;30 ; the two verbs are used with the
ace. of the fault and the dat. of the person ; but

	

o'SJ7~J is also used with
the ace. of the person.

	

* t I see `N B.' next page .
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N.B.--In the illustrations, above, marked" both the derived and the
compound forms of the verb are used with the accusative case ; in those
marked t both are used with the dative case ; ewe$)d,) is used with the
acc . ; but with ede4 aido the obj . i s in the gen. governed by the post-
position dae3 over, on ; tvo7J4) is used with the acc . case, but with tvod~

a8aod) the object is governed by the postposition 400 ; the form in
brackets is not in use ; Zaa)da and ecdod3aP)dJ and their equivalents do not
take direct objects . It is to be noted that the forms in M73J are those in
common use and not the compound forms .

In all the above illustrations the nouns are Sanskrit . A
number of them end in UM or -eg which is usually dropped
before 'ate ; Examples are :

	

d~ M protection + 'ate = d-&
protect, save ; ,den memory -}- a;_

	

8;:L remember; V-1,16
birth -i- ra ;;L=

	

be

	

born ;

	

OWN

	

adoration -I- -,?L = Z,~Z!-NL

praise ; t~V~~ l movement +W;L =z~~~.) move.
The ending 'mL is added to Kanarese nouns in the same

way ; e.g. tV;~1 (mental) agitation -}- -a ;:L = :dqdP~ be agitated ;
-1gad Kanarese +'ate= 3ei~Ct render into Kanarese ; ntJP
swelling +'

	

=nU,,e ;;L swell.
Words of foreign (especially Hindustani) origin sometimes

receive the same ending : dz-~Dc7V+WL=0ZZP,'j,) send ; g~at~~s`s
+ -A;:L =

	

~~n~ notify.
The second class consists of causal verbs, in which the suffix

is attached to a verbal crude form (with lopasandhi of the final
vowel), and the meaning is to cause another person to perform
the action indicated by the simple verb .

	

Thus,
= f,., d4 ;Js.)d.) make toLQ;do cause (some one

something) to run
dae 04) show

or run

= gaed dam cause to appear

1 In Kanarese -3 is often substituted for final e of the Sanskrit noun

form ; thus, d a protection, salvation ; ;~,,,dd memory; OZA adoration ;
s,IQA movement ; but z;44 birth : a few such words have both a longer and

a shorter form-the latter derived from a parallel Sanskrit form ending in e

or ej, which becomes .3 in Kan . ; e.g . 1S,raf ~;S (from 13at ~4) or ZUe 1(a3,w

	

) ;

b#m or

	

2 In, Kanarese d;n;3sending .

	

s Kan. ~dJJadJ

declared.

	

4 The former element in each compound form is an inf.
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30A make known

	

=,910cdJ ;ilzd cause to- be known

=04) put to flight

	

_-., Mad dnda cause to fly

VdM)do melt (trans .)

	

= Iddri

	

~ cause to become soft

v 00J ;!J heat

	

=ZM~ tnZ~) cause to become hot

xitwdo put into, cause to enter, etc . = A0 ~sadJ cause to arrive, etc .

$aM;~J join, gather together (trans.) = Vad ~sad~ cause to assemble

e ;d,) cause to stand or stop

	

= Ae) dnd,) cause to stand or stop
= eaetiaTad drzdo cause to go

(0aadl ;Zdo) cause (another) to send
= (zany# 1 dsado) cause to drop
= dJw6 dnd) cause to lie down

a$,AeiimWdJ send
&,Ao;d,) send

scatter, sprinkle
Mwnado lay down

away

When this affix is attached to an intransitive verb, it transforms
it into a transitive verb ; e.g ., 3--,D0Z,) the
mother laid down the child, and in most of the other examples
above. When attached to a transitive verb, it changes the
meaning from one of direct action to one of indirect action by
means of another agent. Thus, c~c~ zNod~ vwid ;~~~ z~z3o ~~eg

I will write a letter (myself), but

	

Vwid;;

	

~

	

UdL

4eg 2 I will get a letter written (by means of someone else).
It is not permissible to add the causative suffix ra;L to verbs

of the same ending formed upon nominal bases: thus
to cause (someone) to worship, is inadmissible .

	

When it is
desired in such a case to indicate the causative meaning the
form of the sentence must be made to do so ; thus, e9zc Fac'~.)s

c3e;dF~~
k.

	

means, `the priest worshipped God' ;

	

but
ed;#~ e5z~F-1 o0 ~ zit ;d~,)

	

z3~a~3) means, `the king had the
priest worship God' .

The suffix Wt~~ is sometimes added to indeclinable words;
as, ZVtV4) be dazzlingly bright (from zVd,0 dazzlingly) ;
OUOU ;di crackle (as fire) (from ~U the sound of crackling ;
Lesson XXII on Imitative Words) .

1 In the ordinary use of the language there is no distinction between the

words

	

ld,~A;do and ?AW#0, 2AZ,)$A,) ; but only the latter form of each

word is in common use.

	

2 For z)d=7$4 e 4 . Other forms are WdAJ, W04) .

So also the causative forms of 4d walk : cld ;do, NW~, 4dx'j, 4do5QAa, cause to

walk, lead, cause to proceed (of business), i.e., manage. The forms Wd)d) and

E)04,) could also mean `cause to come' .

	

3 ez rd priest (1 m.) .
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The suffix d,) is an alternative to %4J, but it is not very frequent in
modern Kanarese .

	

An example is ;3dt$J, alternative form of ;:b04) to
double, fold up (from ; :0ta a fold) .

	

Another example is Im tSa appear
for die ova .

THE IRREGULAR VERB 4,atia. IN COMBINATION WITH
PAST PARTICIPLES OF OTHER VERBS

Already we have made a brief reference (p. 97) to the use
of the verb 4,O,. The idiomatic use of this verb is so frequent
and so important that it is desirable to anticipate the chapter
dealing with irregular verbs, and introduce it at the present
stage. The meaning of the verb is 'take' `obtain' or `acquire',
but the usage to be noticed here is the idiomatic one by which
it effects a modification of the meaning of the verb to which it
is attached .

The irregular forms of the verb 4,r~01~ are the past verbal
and relative participles and the forms derived from them . They
are as follows :

Past verbal participle

	

vaod,)
Past relative participle

	

4,r~ocg
Past tense

	

4,1~odit) etc.
Contingent form

	

4,t~oit~~ etc.
As we have seen (p. 97), there is an alternative form of the

second person singular imperative : 44" ; and the shortened form
of the second person plural, 4,r,),P, is often used instead of the
complete form 4,R lVb . The remaining forms are regular.

It is very common in Kanarese to find, instead of a simple
verb, a past verbal participle combined with a part of 4J;~~.
In such a combination, the specific meaning of 4A O,~ might
seem to be lost', and also the idea of those relationships usually

1 But that this is not so, in fact, is clear from two considerations :
(a) that the invariable parts of the verb are, in Kannada, indeclinables
(Lesson XXII) ; i.e . the past participle has the effect of an adverb ;
(b) that 4,Q% in certain connections has the sense of 'suffer' or 'experience' ;
see p. 138.
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implied in the use of a past verbal participle (see Lesson XVI).
The effect of compounding a verb with 4j;~) is to give it a more
or less clearly defined reflexive sense. It must be noticed,
however, that in some cases the reflexive sense cannot be detected,
and the 4,rv;~a) must be regarded as being used more or less
pleonastically .

A past verbal participle combined with the present tense of
4a,Oo has the force of a present tense ; so its use with the other
tenses of 4,r~O~ has the force of those tenses : -~or:~~4,20ZPQ

he said within himself.
Take the sentence,

	

these
people protect themselves .

	

If the sentence were, 'these people
protect their children,' since the verb is no longer reflexive, the
construction with 4a0o would not be required, and we say
w~w 9;:;~~

	

OF~oatmmdo3-~.d. The reflexive usage extends to
all instances in which the advantage (or disadvantage) of the agent
is involved in the action, and the examples which have been
given of the phrase

	

make one's living, would be
more completely correct if the phrase

	

were
substituted for the simpler expression . The analogy of the
middle voice will occur to students of Greek. All actions which an
agent performs by himself or for himself come under this heading ;
hence, 'stand' is ~ot)4.ta0,~ not ~Mwhich means 'stop' (intr.) ;
'sit' is

	

or aj;t~4j~~J not

	

walk, (but
with the moral connotation of 'conduct') is

	

rather
than cad ; 'lie down' is

	

rather than ;~7t. Similarly
is used and not the simple raq for 'stay' in a

place, (cf. sentence 5, Exercise XVIII) . It must, however, be
observed that the simple verb tt~do is used for 'run' . The
verbs _3A take, and 3oCt seize, are very frequently used in
the form 73 ;

	

¢~, (or in the abbreviated form ;i4a4,op)
and 3oa

	

,>a V~ (or 30

	

~q~) respectively . The compound form

1 )ot'J past ptc . of .3i;~);say.

	

2 For the irregular verbs aW and

!dJ1d) see Lesson XXXVII Class III and Appendix III, Class III, (b) and (c).




